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ABSTRACT

Objective: To determine the frequency of types and subtypes of leukaemia in newly diagnosed patients admitted in the department of child health of a Tertiary Care Hospital.

Material and Methods: This was a cross-sectional descriptive study, conducted in the Department of Child Health, Khyber Teaching Hospital Peshawar, Pakistan, from June 2016 to December 2017. A total of 50 newly diagnosed cases of acute leukaemia (subtypes of ALL and AML) were selected through non randomised convenient sampling. Patients less than 15 years with clinical features suggestive of Acute Leukaemia were included while patients more than 15 years and under treatment chemotherapy/ radiotherapy were excluded. Common clinical features were noted along with hematological parameters.

Results: Thirty one were male and 15 were female children who presented with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia and 04% patients were of acute myeloid leukaemia with two patients male and 2 female. Ninety two percent cases presented with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia and 8 cases presented with acute myeloid leukaemia. On bone marrow examination ALL L1 was predominant type. There were 44 cases of ALL L1, 2 cases of ALL L2 and no cases of ALL L3 noted. In acute myeloid leukaemia 2 cases were that of AML type M2 and two of AML M4 and no cases observed in types M0, M3 and M5.

Conclusion: Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia was the most common type of leukaemia followed by myelogenous leukaemia, males were much more affected than females.
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INTRODUCTION

Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) is a malignant proliferation of lymphoid cells blocked at an early stage of differentiation\(^1\). Acute leukemia comprises a heterogeneous group of disorders\(^2,3\). Recognition of this heterogeneity is based largely on morphology\(^4\). The French American British (FAB) Cooperative working group, define three categories of lymphoblasts. L1 lymphoblasts are small cells characterized by high nucleus to cytoplasm ratio. The Pale blue cytoplasm is scanty, the cells have indistinct nucleoli and nuclear membrane that vary from round to clefted. L2 lymphoblast are large with a lower nucleus to cytoplasm ratio they may be indistinguishable from M1 variant of myeloid leukaemia. The differentiation is made by MPO staining. L3 lymphoblasts are a heterogeneous group of cells identical to Burkitt like Lymphoma\(^1\). Similarly depending upon the morphological characteristics Acute myeloid leukaemia is classified from M0 to M5\(^7\). A new WHO classification based on genetic, immunophenotypic, biological, and clinical features to define specific disease entities\(^6,7\). But these facilities are not readily available for all patients in our setups.

Acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL) is approximately 4-5 times more common than AML, accounting for
Approximately 80% of all childhood leukemia diagnoses. Conversely, AML comprises only 15% to 20% of cases in patients less than 15 years. Factors associated with development of leukemias are hereditary disorders with susceptibility to chromosomal breakage exposure to radiation.

The clinical presentation of acute leukemia is variable and it makes diagnosis difficult for the treatment. Bone marrow biopsy is the only way to reach the correct diagnosis of leukemias. Bone marrow examination is a useful and cost-effective diagnostic procedure in haematological practice for the diagnosis of both neoplastic and non-neoplastic haematological diseases. Besides this bone marrow is a common tool for staging of various tumors. Cytogenetics studies, flow cytometry and immunohistochemical studies are important tools in determining the exact diagnosis and ultimate prognosis of acute leukemia. But facilities are not commonly available and high cost make them difficult to do in developing countries.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

This was a cross-sectional descriptive study, conducted in the Department of Child Health, Khyber Teaching Hospital Peshawar, Pakistan, from June 2016 to December 2017. A total of 50 newly diagnosed cases of acute leukemia (subtypes of ALL and AML) were selected through non-randomised convenient sampling. Patients less than 15 years with clinical features suggestive of Acute Leukemia were included while patients more than 15 years and under treatment chemotherapy/radiotherapy were excluded. Common clinical features were noted along with hematological parameters. The cases were then managed according to standardized management criteria.

**RESULTS**

Out of 50 patients 31 were male and 15 were female that presented with acute lymphoblastic leukemia and 4 patients were of acute myeloid leukemia with two patients male and 2 female. Out of 50 patients 46 cases presented with acute lymphoblastic leukemia and 4 cases presented with acute myeloid leukemia Table 1. On bone marrow examination ALL L1 was predominant type. The clinical features of ALL & AML is shown in Table 2. There were 44 cases of ALL L1, 2 cases of ALL L2 and no cases of ALL L3 noted. In acute myeloid leukemia 2 cases were that of AML type M2 and two of AML M4 and no cases observed in types M0, M3 and M5. The statistics of leukemia is shown in Table 3.

**DISCUSSION**

Leukemia ranks as the second common malignancy. Therefore it is important to determine the number of patients suffering from ALL and AML and their distribution according to the Age, Gender and clinical presentation. All these parameters were analysed in this study. In this study 46 (92%) patients were suffering from ALL and 4 (8%) were diagnosed as AML. This was also mentioned in Fasseh et al where 42 patients were having ALL and 35 patients were diagnosed as AML. Fab classification for ALL and AML are universally accepted. In this study, L1 subtype of ALL was found to be more prevalent followed by L2 subtype and no cases found on L3 subtype. This classification is important as treatment and prognosis are different. L1 has been previously reported to be more prevalent than the other two subtypes by Fasseh et al and ParveenR et al.
M2 were found to be more prevalent in AML’s Fab subtypes. There was only one case of each of M1 and M4 while no cases of M0, M3 and M5. The prevalent subtype of M2 was also reported by Fassih et al. While the prevalence of other subtypes were different compared with other studies, M4 was found to be most prevalent by Asif et al. Acute leukaemia were found to be more common in males as compared to female. ALL vs AML were (31 vs 15) and (2 vs 2) respectively. This is consistent with previous study and literature.

CONCLUSION

Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia was the most common type of leukaemia followed by myelogenous leukaemia, males were much more affected than females, major improvements in therapy and supportive care have led to increased survival rates.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Early diagnosis and treatment is important as it can be too good for remission and cure rates.
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